Introduction
Queues with Markov modulated arrivals in continuous as well as discrete time have been extensively studied recently (see, e.g., [lo] , 191, [17] ). The main attraction in using this amval model is modeling flexibility (against i.i.d. arrivals) and analytical tractability (against more general processes). In fact, several explicit algorithms are available to calculate different performance indices (see [lo] for continuous time, and 1171, [16] and the references therein for discrete time). If the modulating Markov chain has infinite state space then, although a certain amount of analytical tractability is retained, exact algorithms are no longer available. However, some processes can be modeled exactly only by a process modulated by an infinite state chain, e.g. the output process of a discrete time queue with infinite buffer. ~e s~i ; e its importance, a discrete time queue with arrivals modulated by an infinite state chain has been studied only in [15] . However, to compute any performance indices one would still need an approximation by a process modulated by a finite state chain. Recently, Asmussen and Koole [Z] have shown that any marked point process can be approximated by a sequence of Markovian arrival streams, where the modulation is by a finite state chain. Hence, if we have a discrete time queue with a general arrival stream, one can form an approximating Markovian arrival stream using [2] and compute, for example, the mean waiting time for a queue with that process. However, such a solution is not completely satisfactory. First, the approximating process we obtain is no longer discrete-the interarrival times and the marks (service times) are approximated by sums of exponentially distributed random variables. It would be aesthetically more pleasing to have an approximation by a discrete time process (queue). Further, discrete queues have also been extensively studied and some of the results of the discrete queues are not available in continuous time (e.g. [14] ). Second, if the original stream is stationary, then considering a particular approximating process (e.g. for simulation) in [2] , as the time of approximation increases, the state space of the modulating chain also increases. Third, creating the approximating process can be very cumbersome. Fourth, Asmussen and Koole [Z] only ensure that the stationary distribution of the waiting time for a queue fed with such a process will be properly approximated but not any of the moments.
In this paper, we try to obtain more satisfactory approximations for discrete time queues. In Section 2 we provide two different ways to obtain approximate Markov modulated (with finite state space) discrete time processes for a given general discrete process.
The first approximation is straightforward, and obtained by replacing the exponential distributions construction in [Z] by geometric distributions. We then have the desired features of [Z]: a stationary (customer or time) process has a stationary (respectively customer or time) approximation, and all the moments of the interamval times and the mark distributions converge. The second approximation also has all of these features but is much easier to construct (in fact, it is more intuitive than the first construction and hence solves the third problem mentioned above). This exploits the feature of discrete time. We also suggest a way to solve the second problem, i.e. the state space of the modulating Markov chain does not have to increase with time. The fourth problem remains in this generality, but in Sections 3 and 4 we provide various approximations in certain more specific cases. In Section 3 we provide conditions (not the most natural ones but no others seem to exist [Z] ) for the continuity of the stationarity distributions and the moments of waiting times for queues with infinite state Markov modulated arrivals. We use these conditions to provide an explicit approximation of an infinite state modulated process by a sequence of finite state modulated arrival streams such that not only the stationary distribution of waiting times (of a queue fed with these processes) but also their moments converge. Then, in Section 4, we use these results to explicitly provide approximations for the output process of an infinite buffer queue when the input is modulated by an infinite state chain. Finally, we provide approximations for the total input process to a queue in a discrete time generalized Jackson network studied in [14] . All our constructions are intuitive and simple, exploit the discrete time property and provide stronger results (convergence of moments) than one would obtain if the general results of [2] are applied.
Approximations for general arrival streams
Consider a general marked point process {(a,, y,), n 2 0), where a, and y, have discrete values taken for convenience to be {1,2,3, . .). We interpret (a,) as interamval times of points while y, is the mark associated with the nth point. We assume a, h 1because any batch sizes could also be made part of the marks. We will form a sequence of finite state Markov chains {xim))such that, for a fixed m, an amval at time k will be decided by the state xirn) of the chain and, if an arrival occurs at time k, the corresponding mark y, will also depend upon xirn). To be more precise, given x&"' ), . ,xirn) and any arrivals and their marks till time k -1 the probability of an arrival at time k and the distribution of its mark will depend only on xi"' ). We will denote the arrival stream formed from {xirn))by {(a:"' ), yAm)))and it will be such that if {(a,, y,)) is customer (time) stationary then so will be {(a$"), y:rn)), n 2 0 ) (the time stationary version will be denoted by the arrival epochs and the marks). Further, we will ensure that E[(aLrn))"]+ E[(a,)"] and E[(~:~))"]+E[(y,)"] as m + a also hold for all s 2 0 . The general approach considered is that of Asmussen and Koole [2] , although the actual constructions will be different.
First we obtain an approximation of the (a,, yl). This is in the spirit of Neut's theory of phase type distribution [12] . Take yim)= min (m, yl) and approximate a, by aim)= min (m, al). Of course (a!"' ), yirn)) -t (al, yl) as m -* w. Let Pli) = P[al = i], i h 1. Then the distribution of a$"') is where 6, denotes a probability measure with the entire mass at i. Fix constants p, such t h a t O < p r n < l andp,f 1 a s m + a .
Define an r.v. Z'")with distribution
Let {Zjm') and {Z$")) be sequences of i.i.d. r.v.s. with the distribution of z' ").
We approximate 8, at the mth step by the distribution of Z:,, z$"). It is easy to see that ~$ ! " ) 5 8(where 1denotes weak convergence) as m+w and E[(Z:=, Zkm))"] +i q o r s 2 0. We approximate aim)by where t(") is a r.v. independent of the other r.v.s. and ~( t ( " ) = i) = py) for 0 S i <m and P(t(") = m) = 1-ZZ;lp','). We can show that aimpn)7a\"')and E[(a\","))"] + E[(alm))"]for all s 2 0, as n + w. Thus we have an approximation of a, by a mixture of sums of geometric distributions, while y is approximated by a simple truncation.
Just as a mixture of Erlang distributions can be realized by a jump of a Markov jump process, a mixture of sums of geometric distributions can be realized by a jump of a discrete time finite state Markov chain. We show it for a{"*"). The chain has state space (0, (i, il, i2, ,ii-l), 1S i S m) and it evolves as follows. At k = 0 let the chain be in state 0 and an arrival has just occurred. At k = 1 the chain changes states from 0 to i with probability py). We denote the transition probabilities of the Markov chain by e,, where P, =p, and Pii,= 1-p,. Also, PirPit = Pm, Pib,,+, = 1-p, for 1S k S i -2, = p m and Pi,-,,,= 1-p,. When-the chain next reaches state 0, again there is an arrival and we associate a mark y\m) with it.
To approximate an arbitrary sequence {(a,, y,)), first approximate it with a sequence {(aim), yim))),a; "' ) min (a,, m), yLm)A min (y,, m) and then approximate {(a?), y$'")) by {(aim,k), yLm))) where (aimpk), y$'"") is obtained as above for the point (alp ~1 ) .
We realize yim)),(a$'""k),y$'""),. .., yLm)))by a finite state Markov modulated process by retaining the whole past (which is finite because it is a finite sequence with finitely valued r.v.s.) with the required information about ajmjk) being (PI'), i = 1, ..-,m). The formal details can be carried out as in [2] . Using a realization similar to that of (a("*"),y(m))given above (see also the details of the next construction), it can be shown, as in [2] , that if {(a,, y,)) is a customer stationary sequence then so is {(aim,k), y(;n)),. . , yLm))). A time stationary version will provide a time stationary approximation. We have already shown that if
The second construction is simpler and more intuitive. Again we approximate, {(a!"), ylm)),. ,(a$' "", y$'"")).Now we provide an explicit construction. Consider a Markov chain with state space {(S!"), . ,S$' ""):S~' ' ' ) = (s\Yr, ...,s ! : ) , y), shm)= 0 or 1 and y E {1,2, .. ,m)). Until time a$") the first one is made zero and then, at a!"' ), an arrival occurs with mark ylm)and the state becomes (Sim), ,Sim))where SSm),. .,s:"' )are the same as at time 0 and Srm)becomes (O,0, ..,0). Then the same procedure applies to s$") and, at time alm)+a$"'), a second arrival comes with mark yim) and (SIm), Sim))
. This repeats, until the nth arrival occurs. Again if the given sequence is customer (time) stationary, we obtain a customer (time) stationary approximation. Also, the moments of interarrival times and marks converge. We notice that both the above approximations have the second drawback mentioned in the introduction-as the length of the sequence n increases, the state space increases. We now suggest a way to alleviate this problem. When {(a,, y,), (a2,y2), . ,) is a stationary sequence, approximate it by a stationary m-dependent sequence {(dlm), gf")), (dim',gim)),. a ) which has the m-dimensional distributions of {(a,, y,), (a2,y2), ...). Thus as m -+ m, all the finite-dimensional distributions of {(d\"), y'Im)), (dim), y'im)),. a) converge to that of {(alyl), (a2,y2), a) and E[(dIm)>"] = E[a", and ~[~y'l"))"] = E[y",. Now, instead of approximating {(a,, y,), (a2,y2) ..) we approximate {(a!"' ), pim)), {( a$' "", yim)) ..) by the Markov modulated sequences presented above. The state space will no longer explode as time increases.
Approximations for discrete queues with countable state modulated arrivals
In this section we concentrate on discrete arrival streams which are obtained from a modulating countable state Markov chain. Instead of using a customer stationary representation, we use a time stationary representation (when the process is stationary). Specifically, let {Xk)be a countable state, aperiodic, irreducible, ergodic Markov chain (we take its state space to be positive integers). Let Zk be the number of arrivals at time k. Given (Xo, ..Xk, ZO,. . ,Zk-l), the distribution of Z, depends only on Xk. For simplicity, we do not attach any marks with the arrivals (we will comment on the general case at the end of the section). We are interested in approximating the process {Zk} by a process that will be modulated by a finite state Markov chain. The approximations should be such that if these processes are used as input to a discrete time queue then the waiting time and the work load process of the corresponding queues should have the stationary distributions and moments close to each other. The approximations obtained in the last section can ensure the convergence of stationary distributions but not of the moments. Moments are certainly of considerable practical interest.
To show that our approximations satisfy the desired properties, we will consider a single server discrete time queue. The service times are of one unit length and the service can start only at integer points. We take Zk defined above as the number of customers arriving at the queue in time interval (k, k + 1). Let Wk be the total number of customers (and hence also the total work load) in the queue at time k.
Then Wk+l = (Wk-1)' + Zk and {(Wk, Xk)) is a countable state Markov chain. This queue has been extensively studied in [15] , providing rates of convergence to stationary distributions and functional limit theorems in light and heavy traffic etc.
Let us also define the process wk= (Wk-1)'. Then w k + 1 = (wk+ Zk -1)+ and Wk+l= wk+ Zk. Let a be the stationary distribution of {Xk}. Then if E,[Z,] < 1, from [I] , p. 237, {(wk, Xk, ZK)) has a unique stationary distribution (again denoted by a ) and starting from any initial distribution, convergence to a occurs in total variation. This implies that Wk+, = wk+Zk also converges to a unique stationary distribution and so do (Wk+1, Xk, Zk).
Since we are interested in showing the continuity of stationary distributions the following result of Borovkov [3] , p. 53, will be repeatedly used.
Consider a sequence of G/G/1 queues with stationary ergodic arrival sequences {(at), st))}, {(ak, sk)} and let w("), W denote the corresponding stationary waiting times. Then W(")% w if the finite-dimensional distributions of {(ap), sp)), k 2 0) converge to that of {(ak, sk)) and E[(s(") -a?'); s?) >a?)]-, E[sl -al; sl >al].
Since we are interested in the Markov modulated discrete queues defined above, we will translate the result of Borovkov into more specific terms. Consider a sequence of inputs {(Xim), Zim))) and {(Xk, Zk)). If Borovkov's conditions are satisfied (when these sequences are in stationarity) then we actually get w(")%W.
However, (W'") -and hence (W(") -1)+1(W-1)'. Thus for any
""] and we will require that E,[z{")]+ E, [Zl] . Then we get W(")&W. Under the same conditions we will show below the convergence of stationary distributions of waiting times also. We will show in the appendix that for our system the following conditions are
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sufficient for that of Borovkov. As m +m,
The first condition in (1) implies that
P [ X $ " ) =~I X~~) =~] + P [ X~=~I X~=~]
and
Next we show that, under the above conditions, the waiting time distributions also converge. For this we need an expression for the stationary queue lengths seen by an arriving batch of customers. Consider the Markov chain {((Wk, Xk), (Wk+l, Xk+l))). An arrival occurs whenever this two-step Markov chain enters the set Consider this chain only at the epochs when it enters S. This modified chain has the stationary distribution where P(., .) on the right-hand side denotes the transition probability matrix of {(W,, X,)).If we sum over (i', j') then we obtain the stationary distribution of W, as seen by an arriving batch. Thus we obtain the stationary waiting time of the first customer in a batch. We will show below that this distribution for the corresponding queues converges under the conditions (1). Next observe that, since the time stationary distributions of {Zim)) converge to that of {Z,), we also have convergence of batch stationary distributions of {Zim)) to that of (2,) (for terminology see [5] , ch. 7). Indeed, taking batch size as marks, the batch stationary process can be considered a customer stationary process. Thus from Theorem 3.7.1, p. 114 of [5], we get convergence of distributions of this process. Further, from [18] (see also [5] , p. 224) we get that in the customer stationary version of {Zk) the position of the zeroth customer being n > 0 has probability Hence from (1) we get that the distribution of position of a typical customer (customer zero) in its batch for {Zim)) (assuming the customers in a batch are ordered and are served in that order) also converges to that of (2,). These results together provide the convergence of the stationary distributions of the waiting times. Now for convergence of stationary waiting times we only have to show the convergence of waiting times of the first customer in a batch, obtained from (2) . We first show that under conditions stated in (I), n'")(i, j)+ n(i, j) and P?)((i, j ) , (il, j')) +P,d(i, j), (il,1'1).
Borovkov [3] only shows that w(")%w. But under the same conditions, Brandt et al. [5] show that (Z'"), W("))%(Z, W). However, Borovkov [4] shows that under these conditions 'renovating' events exist, i.e. the conditions of Theorem 1.7.1 in [5] are satisfied and hence we get (z("), W("), x("))%(z, W, X), where (2, W, X ) represent r.v.s with the stationary distribution of (Zk, Wk, Xk) (similarly for the others). Thus, by a general convergence theorem in Royden [13] , p. 270,
S S
Hence under stationarity, when the two-step chain is watched in the set S, in total variation. This provides the convergence of the stationarity waiting time distribution of the first customer in a batch. We will also be interested in showing the convergence of stationary moments of {W,) and waiting time. Such results do not seem to be available except for GIIGII1 queues (see [2] ) although recently the finiteness of moments for a GIGII1 queue has been obtained [6] . Hence the following results, although somewhat restricted (for countable state modulated chains at least; the finite state case seems more satisfactory) are still worthwhile. (Our recent result removes these conditions-in particular, (5) and the inequality following it are not required.) Let 7' ") be the regeneration length for the mth system where regeneration epochs will be the visit times of {(Wim), xim))) to state (0, i), i being some fixed state of {Xim)). Then, for any a >0, taking k = 0 as a regeneration epoch, where the inequality holds because wLm) S T("') for all k = 0, . . . , r(") -1. Since r(mf 2 1, we now get (4) and (5) hold for all the chains with the same positive constants bl, b2, E, S and s > 1with S < E then the a'th stationary moments of {Wk)and waiting times also converge for any a'<s -1.
Although the above theorem is useful in practice, it does not provide any algorithms to compute the quantities of interest. For that, we now approximate an arrival stream modulated by a countable state Markov chain by a sequence of finite state modulated arrival streams in such a way that the stationary distributions as well as some moments of the work load and the waiting time processes converge. Now for simplicity we further assume that given Xk,Xk+land Zkare independent of each other. This is a natural assumption in the present context and is frequently made in the literature. Furthermore, with a little more effort, it should be possible to remove it.
Consider the arrival stream {(X,, Zk)), where {Xk)is the countable state (with state space, say {1,2,. ..)) modulating chain. We construct a sequence of amval streams {(Xy),zi"'))) (where {(Xim)))has the state space {1,2, .. ,m)) by the truncation scheme provided in [7] . Fix some arbitrary state i of {Xk).We construct {Xim))for m >i (asymptotically it does not matter) by
Thus effectively {xim))is formed from {Xk)by making Xk = i, whenever the state of {Xk)comes out of the set {1,2, ...,m).
One can easily check that, for any j, 1 E {1,2, . .},
It is also shown in [7] that if {Xk}is irreducible, aperiodic and positive recurrent then so are all {xim))chains, and their stationary distributions a'"') converge to x, the stationary distributions of {Xk). x min (w(j)lw(")(j), 1) + (1 -a(j)la(")(j))'.
Also, let
where One observes that, for all n and j,
w e show that P,(Zim)= n)+ P,[Z1 = n] for all n and E,[(Z?"")a]+E,[Zal for Thus we have satisfied all the requirements in Theorem 1 for the convergence of stationary distributions of the workload and waiting time processes.
We apply Theorem 1 to obtain convergence of stationary moments of workload and waiting times. Now we assume that {(Xk, Zk)) satisfies (4) and (5) for some f, b l , b2, E, 6, and s with the required conditions on these constants. Also, let f be non-decreasing. We show that (4) and (5)will be satisfied by all [(Xim), zim))) for m large enough and {X,, Zk) by appropriately modifying the constants which will remain the same for all these chains. Consider (4).For j # i,
Also, for i,
Thus the bound b2 holds for all large m for any given j. For a bound on for all large m, iff is bounded we obviously have a bound. Iff is not bounded, then we further assume that for all j and m large enough. A sufficient condition for
where c, depends only on s.
Now consider (5).
In (9) we have shown that, for
Hence the other conditions in (5) are satisfied for all {(xim), whenever they zimm)))
are satisfied for {(Xk, Zk)). Thus we obtain the following result.
Theorem 2. Let {(Xk, Z k ) ) be a Markov modulated arrival process with { X k ) a countable state, irreducible, aperiodic ergodic chain and let E,[Z1] < 1. Also, let {(~i~)"',i'"))) be a Markov modulated stream obtained from {(X,, Z k ) ) as defined above. Then the stationary distributions of the workload and waiting time processes
for {(xim), ~1~) ) ) converge to that of the queue with arrivals {(X,, Z,)). Also, if {(X,, Z,)) satisfies (4), (5) and (11) for a non-decreasing f, then the stationary moments of the workload and waiting time processes of all orders less than s -1 also converge.
In Theorem 2 the only extra condition we need is (11). If the Markov chain {Xk)
has an upper Hessenberg structure, i.e. PIX1=j 1 Xo= k ] = 0 for k >j + 1, then we need not fix state i for all Markov chains in Theorem 2. Hence instead of i for {(Xim), Zim))) we could have made that state m and the stationary distributions of {xim))would still converge to those of {X,) (see [7] ). One advantage of choosing state m is that in many practical queueing systems this naturally happens (e.g. the single server queue studied in the next section). Secondly, Theorem 2 then holds without the extra condition (11). Indeed, everything goes through in the same way except that sup,,, E[lf (xim)) -f (j)r IX&"') requires verification. It is possible to generalize the results of this section at the expense of more complex notation. For example, the service time (or the 'mark') of each customer can be more than one slot. For an i.i.d. service such an extension has been studied in [13] for some related results for this queue. One can further generalize by making the service time distribution also dependent upon the state of the modulating Markov chain {Xk).
In applying Theorems 1 and 2 the main restrictions, which often come up, are in verifying conditions EIZoI Xo=x] < S for all x large enough and (11). These are needed only for the convergence of moments. Sometimes E [ f ] < UJ can be satisfied 
Some explicit examples
We provide a few examples of discrete time queues when the arrival process is modulated by a countable state Markov chain. We obtain a sequence of approximating queues with arrivals modulated by finite state queues such that the workload and waiting time stationary distributions and moments converge to that of the given queue. As mentioned in Section 1 in contrast to the general scheme of Asmussen and Koole [2] our approximating queues are discrete and we also obtain convergence of moments. In addition, the approximating queues are obtained in a natural, intuitive and easy way. The examples are useful in practice, illustrate a use of our results in Section 3, and the results appear to be new. Thus, we can obtain algorithms to compute the quantities of interest from these approximate systems.
Example 1. Consider a system of two discrete queues, each with infinite buffers (see Figure 1) . Queue 1 is fed with an i.i.d. input {Zk(l)). After service the customers from queue 1 enter queue 2. There is another i.i.d. stream {Zk(2)) entering queue 2. At each queue there is one server (the generalization to multiserver queues is immediate).
The service time of each customer is one unit time (the generalization to i.i.d. service time is also immediate). The output process of queue 1 is a natural process which is modulated by the countable state Markov chain {Wk(l)), the workload process at queue 1.
We assume that the customer who is served in slot k at queue 1 reaches just before time k + 1to queue 2 to be available for service at time k + 1. Thus, if Dk are the arrivals to queue 2 at time k + 1 from queue 1 then Dk = l{Wk(l)>0), and denoting Yk = 2&(2)+ Dk, we get where {Wk (2)) is the workload process at queue 2. We assume that E[Z,(l) + Z1(2)] <1. Then the system {(Wk(l), Wk(2))) is stable. and has a unique stationary distribution. Of course, computing stationary distributions and means will require the finite state approximations. Since calculating the distributions and moments of {Wk (2)) only cause a problem, we concentrate on it. The natural approximating amval process for queue 2 is obtained if we replace the first queue by a finite buffer of length m. For such an approximation, we denote the various parameters by an additional superscript, e.g. WF'(1) and Wim) (2) . Now, {wim)(l)) becomes a finite state modulating chain for queue 2. Since its transition probabilities satisfy the upper Hessenberg property mentioned at the end of the last section, its transition probability matrix satisfies the truncation requirements of [7] . Also we have P[YIm) = n I wim)(l)=j] = PIYl = n I Wl(l) =j] for all m, n and j. Thus all the requirements for Theorem 2 (modified for upper Hessenberg at the end of the last section) for convergence of stationary distributions of waiting times and workload process at queue 2 are satisfied (of course, the time dependent probabilities of these processes also converge).
To obtain the convergence of stationary moments the only problem is in verifying assumption (5). However, to verify sup, E[(z("))"] < a, E[r'] < m, one can use a direct argument that will provide convergence of the stationary moments of waiting times and workload processes at queue 2 for all moments less than s -1. First let us specify the regeneration epochs for the mth system to be the times when (Wim)(l), Wim)(2)) = (0,O). Then comparing the mth system (where the first queue has buffer length m) with the original system we see that, if both are fed the same input {(x,(I), Xk(2))), then wim)(l)s Wk(l) and wLm)(2) s Wk ( Example 2. Again we consider the system of two queues studied in Example 1, except that {(Zk(l), zk(2))) are now modulated by a countable state Markov chain {X,). If {Zk(l)) and {zk(2)) are modulated by two separate countable state chains then this case can be converted to the case of the single chain {X,). Thus we consider a single chain {X,). Since queue 1has already been studied, we concentrate on queue 2. The total input to queue 2 can be considered as Markov modulated by the countable state chain {(Wk(l), Xk)). 1f E,[Zk(l)] + E,[Zk(2)] <1 and {Xk) is aperiodic, irreducible and positive recurrent then we know that queue 2 is stable and has a unique stationary distribution. Now we obtain an approximation of queue 2 by queues modulated by finite state Markov chains. This can be done in two steps. Example 3. We now study a discrete time Jackson network as described in [14] (see Figure 2) . For simplicity we take a two node network each with infinite buffers.
Let Zk(i) be the number of external packets arriving in slot k at node i. We assume {Z,(i)} to be i.i.d. After service at node i, a packet goes to node j with probability pi,, j # i and leaves the system otherwise. Let Wk(i)be the number of packets at time k at node i. The service times are one slot each. Let Rk(i) be r.v.s independent of everything else, and P(R,(i) = 1) = p i , = 1 -P(R,(i) = 0). These r.v.s denote the routing of the packets which have been serviced in slot k. Define
Then
The ergodicity of the process {(Wk(l), Wk(2))} has been obtained in [14] when the total arrival intensity (as in the continuous Jackson network) at each node is less than one. Consider queue 1. Observe that the total arrival process at node 1 can be considered as Markov modulated by {Wk(2)).Replacing queue 2 by a finite buffer queue will provide the necessary approximation. In the following we replace both queues with queues of buffer length m. The corresponding r.v.s will be denoted by Wim)(i), Y$")(i) while Zk(i) and Rk(i) will remain the same. Taking ~$ ' " " ( i ) = 0, inductively (on k ) from (12) and ( The conditions for E[(W(i))"] < for a >0 are provided in [14] .
Various generalizations of Example 3 are possible. Instead of two nodes, we can have a finite number of nodes; the nodes can have multiple servers; and for these results the arrival processes and the routing variables could make a sequence of stationary ergodic r.v.s. (see [14] ). Of course, for general stationary sequences, the finite buffer approximation will not provide a Markov modulated queue.
